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** SLATER BROTHERS, #2.5 ** Keela Daley is stressed out with nightmares and
memories from her past, they are haunting her. She has no time to dwell on them
as she is moving out of her dog box sized apartment and into her first house with
her fiance. Moving house is a dreaded task, and Keela would love nothing more
than for things to go quietly and smoothly, but when you're engaged to a Slater
brother, nothing goes quietly or smoothly. Nothing. Alec Slater loves his woman.
He also loves playing games and surprising her. Picking moving day to do both,
turns out to be a failure of epic proportions. Alec wants to make it up to Keela for
his mistakes, but as the day goes on, and things go from bad to worse, he
doesn't know if living with him is something she wants anymore. What started out
as a simple day of packing and moving house turns into the day from Hell.
Unwanted house guests. Business propositions. Alcohol. Pregnancy tests. Panic
attacks. Fighting. Arguing. Sex, and everything else that is crazy and represents
the name Slater. Keela has a choice to make, and not one she will make lightly.
Keela adores Alec, and what Keela adores, Keela cherishes."
THE SERIES WITH OVER 10 MILLION COPIES SOLD "Volume 19 in the New
York Times Bestselling Arrangement Serials" Some things come easy in life, but
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this is the hardest situation I could have imagined. The man I love, the broken
billionaire Sean Ferro, has finally dropped his guard and opened his heart. He's
let me in. He's shared his life and his love. Then the unimaginable happens. One
event cascades into another until I'm standing at the shore with blood on my
hands, betraying the man I swore to love forever. "Genre: New Adult Romance
This story unfolds over multiple volumes approx. 125 pages each. The
Arrangement Vol 1-20 are on sale now. "
** SLATER BROTHER, #2 ** Keela Daley is the black sheep of her family. She
has always come second to her younger cousin Micah. Even in the eyes of her
mother, Micah shone bright, and Keela faded to black. Now, in adulthood, Micah
is a bride-to-be and the spotlight is solely on her. Keela is a low priority...or so
she thinks. Alec Slater is a bachelor, never one to bed the same woman, or man,
twice. He is a free agent who does what he pleases and answers to no one; that
is until a fiery Irish redhead with a temper to match her hair colour knocks him on
his arse. Literally. She hates to admit it, but Keela needs a favour from the cocky
Slater brother, a huge favour. She needs him to not only escort her to Micah's
wedding, but to also pose as her boyfriend. Alec agrees to help Keela, but has
certain conditions for her to abide by. He wants her body and plans to have it
before anyone can say I do. What he doesn't plan on is losing his heart as well
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as the possibility of losing his family when someone from his past threatens his
future. Alec owns Keela, and what Alec owns, Alec keeps.
*Book #3.5 in the Slater Brothers series.* Aideen Collins is fed up. She is at her
wits' end with her eon long pregnancy, her new-found paranoia, but mostly she is
fed up with her boyfriend's constant hovering and nit-picking. Kane Slater is
happier than ever. He is about to become a father for the first time with the
woman he loves. Little does he know that Aideen is both literally and figuratively
a ticking time bomb. He just has to survive a few more weeks of murderous
hormonal outbursts, and all will be well... or so he hopes. They're both caught up
with the expected arrival of their little one, but in the back of their minds is a
shadow that won't fade away. Neither of them talk about it, but the shadow's
lingering presence casts doubt over their relationship. Big Phil worked his way
into their minds many weeks ago and rooted himself as the haunting figure.
Without even trying, he ruins things and causes problems. He watches them from
afar, hoping he can break their family. Aideen's instincts to protect her own are
stronger than ever. If Big Phil wants to hurt those dearest to her, he is going to
have one hell of a fight on his hands. Aideen worships Kane, and what Aideen
worships, Aideen shelters.
Aideen Collins is a free spirit. She is outspoken and tough as nails, but she has
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to be after growing up in a house full of men. Family means everything to Aideen.
Her family consists of her four brothers, her father, and her group of wild friends.
Aideen is protective of her family, there is not a lot she wouldn't do to keep them
safe. Kane Slater is a tortured soul. Literally. He is misunderstood by people,
even feared by them thanks to the scars that mar his face and body. He relishes
in their fear because people who fear you, won't want to know you. He likes his
circle limited to his brothers and their girlfriends, but a thorn from an Irish rose is
dug deep into Kane's side, and her name is Aideen Collins. Aideen and Kane
don't get along... at all. Aideen is the only woman who stands up to Kane and
throws his bullshit back at him without fear of hurting him. Kane is the only man
who can see right through Aideen's tough exterior. He knows her deepest, and
darkest secrets. They can't stand each other, but they want each other. Badly.
They hide their need behind arguments, and banter, but when Kane drops his
guard for all to see, and succumbs to an illness within his body, it's Aideen who
steps up to the plate to take care of him. An illness is the least of their worries
when a devil from Kane's past comes back to play with him. Everybody in Kane's
life is threatened, and with his body fighting against him, he doesn't know if the
luck of the Irish is enough to keep his family safe and his demons at bay. Kane
needs Aideen, and what Kane needs, Kane takes.
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With one kiss she was his. From USA Today bestselling author Terri Anne
Browning, comes a new ROCKER series-Tainted Knights. All it took was one
look, one kiss. The promises he made-I should have known better. He was a rock
star and I had no time for a guy like him in my life. I fell anyway. I believed his
promises. Held onto them and waited. But the thing about rockers is that their
private lives are never truly private. Seeing him on the cover of a national tabloid
shouldn't have surprised me. Seeing him with two women all over him? That
nearly broke me. Now the memory of that first magical kiss was TAINTED.
Thrust into the limelight, child star Cassandra timidly enchanted audiences night
after night…. But when her parents died, Cass retreated into her own world—too
shy to leave her home. Once a year she shares her musical passion by offering
lessons in a charity auction…. This year, money talks. The winning bid: $100,000!
Enter Neo Stamos, arrogant Greek tycoon. He wants Cass with a burning desire,
though he knows that, shy and sweet, she will need a gentle awakening…. But
Neo's the master of seduction!
A sizzling second-chance romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
L.A. Casey--Frankie pushed her first love away. A decade later, he walks back into her life, but
is she prepared to trust again? When rock star Risk Keller shows up in Frankie's diner with his
heart on his sleeve, it turns her world upside down. Letting him go was the hardest thing she
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ever had to do. For years, his voice has been a reminder of everything she sacrificed, and now
it's time to face the music. For Risk, coming home shows him what he's always known deep
down--every song, every gig, every drink, every girl--it's always been about Frankie. There's no
denying their intense chemistry. But Risk still has a career that takes him around the world;
Frankie still has a sick mother she loves too much to leave. Can they overcome everything in
their way to give first love a second chance?
Carter Billings: & ;Sandy blond hair and Hollywood good looks, Carter Billings could have any
woman he wants. However, when he makes his bid for the Governor's seat in the state of
California, he needs to settle down and become a family man. Eliza, the woman he secretly
adores, embodies the perfect amount of spice and passion to suit his marital needs, but she's
not interested in becoming Mrs. Billings. She can't even stand to be in the same room with
him.& ;Eliza Havens:& ;It's much easier to drive Carter away than to give into desire. Matching
couples is how she earns a living, but getting married isn't an option. The secrets she carries
are too dangerous to entangle anyone else. When her hidden identity and past threaten her
future, she's left with little choice. Carter is quick to offer solutions to both their problems, but
saying yes could mean endangering the man she's growing to love.
A struggling antiques collector finds herself falling in love with a millionaire playboy; but can
she ever be a part of his world? Meet the Naughty Princess Club, a series from USA Today
bestselling author Tara Sivec that brings readers to Fairytale Lane and the hilarity—and
romance—that three women fall into once they decide to strut their stuff and bring on their own
happily ever after. While her friends have broken free of their insecurities, Ariel Waters is
struggling to come out of her shell. Her ex-husband took away her voice and her selfPage 6/19
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confidence, and Ariel is drowning under a sea of debt to afford the alimony she has to pay him.
She refuses to ever fall for a man’s charms again, and is determined to make her own way.
When her house and her beloved antiques are taken by the bank after too many missed
payments, Ariel finds herself adrift until the infuriatingly charming Eric Sailor comes to her
rescue. Although she can’t stand the millionaire playboy, Eric’s kindness and unconditional
support reveal hidden depths and a love that Ariel never imagined she could find. But there are
outside influences who will stop at nothing to keep them apart; can Ariel and Eric weather the
storm and find a way to be together in Kiss the Girl?
"Alannah Ryan is plagued by an old face haunting her dreams, turning her waking hours into a
mess of worry. Talking it out with the person she loves the most isn't a possibility, not when the
same face haunts him, too. To protect the love of her life from another burden, she keeps her
fear to herself, even as that fear begins to consume her. Damien Slater has the life he always
wanted with the woman he adores by his side, but there's a problem. His woman is keeping a
secret, and they swore they would never let another secret come between them again.
Breaking Alannah's guard will be Damien's greatest challenge yet as he proves once and for
all that he is in it for the long haul. Alannah admires Damien, and what Alannah admires,
Alannah watches over."--Back cover.
Escaping Earth for twenty-one year old Levi meant fleeing a monster who caged her, and
abandoning a mother who loved her. Elation and misery were her constant companions. Bred
a slave, hardship is all Levi has ever known ... but now she is on Ealra, home to the Maji
species that saved her, and many human women like her.She is no longer a slave, she has
protection, a home, friendship, a purpose ... but everything seems too good to be true,
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especially with a member of the royal family takes a keen interest in Levi.Existing from day to
day for the past few decades has become the norm for Ezah. Ever since he failed to protect his
intended from a vicious beast, he allowed himself to drift into misery. Born a prince, Ezah has
had everything he has ever wanted ... but the one being he truly wanted was dead, and it was
his fault.He is still a prince, and still has everything he could ever need ... but then life takes a
strange turn, and just when Ezah thought he heart was dead and buried, a brown skinned
human female made it beat again. Protecting, and loving, Levi is all Ezah wants to do, and
when her very life is threatened, he vows to not make the same mistake as he had done
before.He would protect Levi, even if he has to lay down his life to do so.
"In this third book by NYT bestseller Emma Chase, Matthew Fisher --the best friend of Drew
Evans from TANGLED and TWISTED -- wants to settle down, but he'll have to overcome the
mistrust of the colorful and unique Dee Dee Warren"-Return to the regency countryside for a summer fling that will melt your heart in the brand-new
novel in Heather Boyd’s Saints and Sinners series. Jaded by the experience of dodging
fortune hunters during her first season, Lady Jessica Westfall returns home to the estate she
loves expecting peace…until the biggest fortune hunter of all follows her from London. To keep
Lord James at bay, Jessica enlists the aid of her neighbor, Gideon. As her lifelong friend,
Giddy can be trusted to help thwart James’ pursuit, while also satisfying Jessica’s budding
interest in things of an intimate nature…things like the kisses she’d missed out on during her
season. Gideon Whitfield’s quiet bachelorhood is interrupted by the arrival of a marriageminded widow to the nearby village, with her sights set on him as her savior. But the greater
threat to his peace proves to be his dear friend’s daughter, Lady Jessica Westfall. Gideon has
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always adored Jessica, and had expected the headstrong beauty to marry well in her first
season. When she comes to him for help avoiding the unwanted advances of a fortune hunter,
and also lessons in love—he may prove utterly incapable of helping her while guarding his own
heart in the process. Saints and Sinners series: Book 1: The Duke and I (Nicolas and Gillian)
Book 2: A Gentleman’s Vow (Gideon and Jessica) Book 3: An Earl of Her Own (Adam and
Rebecca) Book 4: The Lady Tamed

* Book #4 in the Slater Brothers series * Branna Murphy is broken. For months now she
has been a part of a one-sided relationship to a man she loves more than life itself. She
prayed for a miracle, and hoped something would change, but found that was wishful
thinking. Talking didn’t work. Shouting didn’t work. Crying didn’t work. Nothing bloody
worked. Ryder Slater is furious. For months now he has been lying to a woman he
would take a bullet for in order to protect her. He is involved in something that goes
deeper than his old past, and if he strays off target, people will start to die. People he
loves. He couldn’t talk. He couldn’t slip up. He couldn’t lose focus. He couldn’t do a
damn thing. Things between Ryder and Branna are at rock bottom, and Ryder knows it.
Not only will he be taking on a force that could destroy his whole family, but he will be
battling tooth and nail to save his relationship and keep the love of his life by his side.
Ryder targeted Branna from the first moment he saw her, and what Ryder targets,
Ryder dominates.
Trevor Shay has it all—a successful football and baseball career, and any woman he
wants. But when he finds out his college mentor’s daughter is in trouble, he drops
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everything to come to her aid. Haven Briscoe has finally landed a dream job as a
sportscaster for a major network. But she hasn’t been able to move past the recent
death of her beloved father, and it’s affecting her career. A plum assignment following
the daily life of sports superstar Trevor Shay might be just the inspiration she needs…
Trevor will do anything to spark life back into Haven, including letting her into every
aspect of his world. The chemistry between them flames higher than one of Trevor’s
home runs and faster than his dashes to the end zone. But as they grow closer, Haven
stumbles onto Trevor’s closely guarded secret, one he’s hidden his entire life. And
despite his protests, now it’s Haven’s turn to put everything on hold to help Trevor.
Will he let her in and trust her with a secret that could blow his professional and
personal world apart?
A new adult, best friends to lovers romance.
** SLATER BROTHERS, #1.5 ** Bronagh Murphy has been through a lot over the past
few years, a hell of a lot, so when her 21st birthday rolls around all she wants to do is
relax and spend the day with her family. Quietly. Her boyfriend, Dominic Slater, doesn't
do relaxed or quiet. He never has, and he never will. He plans out a day for Bronagh
that is both romantic, and exciting. However, Dominic's version of exciting is very
different to Bronagh's as she will soon find out. When things take a turn for the worst,
and a bad altercation leaves Dominic once again fighting for his girl, Bronagh will have
to decide once and for all if she will fight in Dominic's corner or walk away and never
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look back. Bronagh loves Dominic, and what Bronagh loves, Bronagh protects.
Do you know what you've got in your hands? A little piece of f**king treasure, that's
what. I've taken initiative here and have turned my trusty Man Bible into an actual
survival guide, because the loot between these pages will lead to each of you having
happy, stress free lives with your women. Pick this gem up, put your big boy pants on,
and start reading. Trust me, you won't regret it. I present to you, The Man Bible: A
Survival Guide ... you're f**king welcome.
DOMINIC (Slater Brothers, #1)L.A. Casey
I hate rich men. I avoid them like the plague.But when my best friend begs me to deliver
flowers from her small shop to the desk of a mega-CEO because she's too sick to do it
herself... I agree.I wish I hadn't.The second I meet Keenan Silverman, my heart and
mind are at war. He's gorgeous, he radiates an intimidating aura, and his voice is pure
silk to my ears.He's also the epitome of everything I hate. HATE.Did I say hate?He's
clearly obsessed with me; he keeps finding ways to force us together in the same room.
Keenan believes he can break me down by exposing me to our undeniable
chemistry.He's right.And when we finally kiss, I realize I'm as obsessed as he is.Will
everything fall apart when our different worlds clash?
Coming home is hard for Lane. Hard because her beloved uncle Harry has died suddenly, but
also because of him. Kale. Kale Hunt has been her best friend since childhood. But it was
never that simple. He was Lane's reason for leaving home and moving to New York. Seeing
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him with someone else, in love with someone else, shouldn't have hurt. But it did. It really,
really did. So she upped sticks and left, started a new life and cut herself off from her past. But
now she's back and all the feelings are right there. As if she had never left. Emotions are
running high, and tragedy has a funny way of bringing people together. But is Lane reading the
signs right? Are they still just friends, or is there something more?
Opposites in every way . . . except the one that matters Shaw Landon loved Rule Archer from
the moment she laid eyes on him. Rule is everything a straight--A pre-med student like Shaw
shouldn't want--and the only person she's never tried to please. She isn't afraid of his scary
piercings and tattoos or his wild attitude. Though she knows that Rule is wrong for her, her
heart just won't listen. To a rebel like Rule Archer, Shaw Landon is a stuck-up, perfect princessand his dead twin brother's girl. She lives by other people's rules; he makes his own. He
doesn't have time for a good girl like Shaw-even if she's the only one who can see the person
he truly is. But a short skirt, too many birthday cocktails, and spilled secrets lead to a night
neither can forget. Now, Shaw and Rule have to figure out how a girl like her and a guy like
him are supposed to be together without destroying their love . . . or each other. The first
Marked Men novel in Jay Crownover's combustible New Adult series.
"In my bed. In my studio. In my life. Yes, I need you." Giovanni steals hearts with his music,
raising him to the top of Blue-Eyed Soul, and subsequently giving him a playboy reputation.
But when his best friend and songwriter's life ends abruptly through overdose, Giovanni finds
himself lost and broken. His search for a new songwriter leads him to Simone, an up-andcoming songstress chasing after her dreams of stardom. She's perfect. Her lyrics deliver heat
to his body. Her voice strums at his heartstrings, playing him like an instrument until he loses
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control. He's convinced he's found more than a partner in music. Simone could be his partner
in forever. However, Simone is focused and not ready to get into bed with a man known for
breaking hearts. Can Giovanni show her the power of their love, or will their passion play out
only through their music?
With his career as a Navy SEAL on hold, Hunter accepts an acquaintance's proposition to
share in a mâenage áa trois, but he unexpectedly falls for Kata and desires more than one
night with her.
After a car accident killed her parents when she was a child, Bronagh Murphy chose to box
herself off from people in an effort to keep herself from future hurt. If she doesn't befriend
people, talk to them or acknowledge them in any way they leave her alone just like she wants.
When Dominic Slater enters her life, ignoring him is all she has to do to get his attention.
Dominic is used to attention, and when he and his brothers move to Dublin, Ireland for family
business, he gets nothing but attention. Attention from everyone except the beautiful brunette
with a sharp tongue. Dominic wants Bronagh and the only way he can get to her, is by
dragging her from the boxed off corner she has herself trapped in the only way he knows
how...by force. Dominic wants her, and what Dominic wants, Dominic gets. *Due to the
violence, language, & sexual situations in this novel it is recommended for readers aged 18 &
up.
Maid for the Billionaire (Book 1) (Legacy Collection)Dominic Corisi knew instantly that Abigail
Dartley was just the distraction he was looking for, especially since having her took a bit more
persuading than he was used to. So when business forces him to fly to China, he decides to
take her with him, but on his terms. No promises. No complications. Just sex.Abby has always
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been the responsible one. She doesn't believe in taking risks; especially when it comes to men
- until she meets Dominic. He's both infuriating and intoxicating, a heady combination. Their
trip to China revives a long forgotten side of Abby, but also reveals a threat to bring down
Dominic's company. With no time to explain her actions, Abby must either influence the
outcome of his latest venture and save his company or accept her role as his mistress and
leave his fate to chance. Does she love him enough to risk losing him for good? For love or
Legacy (Book 2) (Legacy Collection) (Now available)Nicole Corisi will lose her inheritance if
she doesn't find a way around the terms of her father's will, but she will have to partner up with
her estranged brother's rival to do it. As pretense becomes painfully real, Nicole will have to
choose between Stephan or the family he is driven to destroy.Stephan Andrade has been
planning his revenge ever since Dominic Corisi unscrupulously took over his father's company.
With Corisi Enterprises gambling its reputation on the success of a new software network for
China, Stephan finally has his chance to take back his legacy. Dominic's younger sister,
Nicole, asks Stephan for his help and provides him with an opportunity to exact his revenge on
a personal level.It all goes smoothly until he falls in love.Bedding the Billionaire (Book 3)
(Legacy Collection) (Coming Summer 2012)Lil Dartley's life is upside down. Her previously
steadfast and predictable sister is marrying an influential billionaire and needs help planning
the wedding of the century in less than a month. Years of middle class rebellion have not
prepared Lil for handling diplomats or paparazzi.Jake Walton knows a train wreck when he
sees one. Lil was trouble from the first day he met her, but since her sister is marrying his best
friend, he has no choice but to help her or this wedding will be in the news for all the wrong
reasons. Teaching Lil how to fit into high society would be a whole lot easier if she didn't drive
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him insane both in and out of the bedroom.Saving the Sheik (Book 4) (Just because I love
romances with Sheiks--coming next year)
Loyalty. Respect. Wit. Aggression. Heart. Each word describes the Slater brothers and how
they were moulded into the men they are today ... but what did it take to get them where they
are? Pain. Disregard. Fear. Anger. Love. Peeling back each layer to find the brothers' core
means looking at their past to see how they got their future. From overcoming family feuds and
breaking a warlord's hold on them to moving to another country and finding women who make
their world spin. The Slater brothers idolise their women, and what the Slater brothers idolise,
the Slater brothers guard.

She had lost nearly everything . . . When a terrible tragedy left her penniless and alone,
Lady Astrid Derring did whatever it took to survive. She fired half her staff, borrowed
gowns, and subsisted on cucumber sandwiches from the galas she attended. She
endured the wagging tongues of the ton and the indecent proposals from noblemen
who deemed her ripe for the plucking. Finally, she finds a way to escape the shame
and restore her good name. But it will require a dangerous journey to Scotland, where
she will come face-to-face with danger . . . and a sinfully handsome rogue who may be
the greatest threat of all. Any gentleman would lend his hand to a lady in distress, but
handsome, rough-hewn Griffin Shaw is no gentleman, and Astrid is far from safe in his
company. Accompanying her through the Highlands is a small price to pay for luring her
into his bed. Entranced by her boldness, enchanted with her beauty, he is determined
to thaw her cold heart. However, he soon finds himself wanting more than a brief affair
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with the proper lady. Nothing less than the total surrender of her heart will satisfy him.
The fiery new romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author L.A.
Casey--can Noah unlock her memories...and find true love? When Noah Ainsley wakes
up in a hospital room with no recollection of how she got there, all she knows is that she
needs to see Elliot, the love of her life. Then she learns the horrifying truth: her shortterm memory has been destroyed by a car accident . She and Elliot broke up five years
ago. And now she's married to Anderson, a man she doesn't even recognise. In an
instant Noah's world is turned on its head. All she wants is Elliot by her side, but it's
clear Anderson is hurt by her rejection. Can she really have fallen in love with this
stranger? Nothing makes sense--and when even Elliot refuses to answer her questions,
Noah is left feeling all alone. But as her memories slowly return, Noah begins to wonder
if she's been wrong to shut Anderson out--and wrong to put all her trust in Elliot. The ex
she loves and the husband she doesn't remember hold the keys to her past. And when
the truth is finally revealed, which future will Noah's heart choose?
On the South Side to tour the Union Stock Yard, people got a firsthand look at
Chicago's industrial prowess as they witnessed cattle, hogs, and sheep disassembled
with breathtaking efficiency. At their height, the kill floors employed 50,000 workers and
processed six hundred animals an hour, an astonishing spectacle of industrialized
death. Pacyga chronicles the rise and fall of an industrial district that, for better or
worse, served as the public face of Chicago for decades. He takes readers through the
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packinghouses as only an insider can, covering the rough and toxic life inside the plants
and their lasting effects on the world outside. He shows how the yards shaped the
surrounding neighborhoods; looks at the Yard's sometimes volatile role in the city's race
and labor relations; and traces its decades of mechanized innovations.
A Broadway actress has a pout to die for, a past to hide from, and Stone Barrington on
her case in this page-turning thriller in Stuart Woods’s #1 New York Times bestselling
series. Stone Barrington is back in New York, working on some simple cases for
Woodman & Weld when he crosses paths with a aspiring actress and gets a little more
involved with show business than he’d expected... Then the fleecing of a wealthy art
dealer’s daughter leads him into the worlds of financial fraud, “Big Art,” and
Manhattan’s Upper East Side, where opulent co-op apartments are hung with
multimillion-dollar paintings and family scandals never remain hidden for long. No
stranger to high society or the foibles of the rich, Stone must now uncover the truth in a
world where wealth and beauty sometimes come at the ultimate price.
New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Series Twenty-year-old Holly Pearson
never dreamed that while working at her father’s motocross track she’d run into the
walking, talking definition of trouble in a sexy, tattooed package—Trip Douglas, the man
sent to evaluate the track for a possible investment opportunity. Holly makes no attempt
to hide the fact she despises Trip, but she learns to be civil toward him when he offers
to help her land the man of her dreams. Trip needs a break from the crazy rock-and-roll
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lifestyle he’s been living for the past few years. With his Black Falcon band mates
settling down with marriage and babies, Trip peruses an investment opportunity in
motocross, something he’s always been passionate about. Hiding his celebrity status,
Trip infiltrates the new business posing as a dirt bike rider training for the X-Games.
The only obstacle is the owner’s daughter, Holly. She’s a real ball bustin' Ice Queen,
and she’ll do whatever it takes to make the deal fall through. Trip soon discovers that
winning over his new enemy is the key to gaining a partnership in Mountain Time
Speed Track. Knowing he’s the expert on getting laid, Trip ropes Holly into becoming
his ally by helping her score a date with the man she’s crushing on. The problem is, the
more time Trip and Holly spend together, the more they uncover the undeniable
attraction between them. Soon they both realize that even the best laid plans go to hell
when you find you’re falling in love with the enemy. **Book THREE in the Black Falcon
series. Can also be read as a stand alone novel.** Praise for ROCK THE BEAT: "I also
was pleased to see that Trip is doing something different than the others - this is not
another book on the tour bus. That's been played out and Michelle was smart to find
Trip a different storyline. I felt like we get to see a side of Trip that we didn't necessarily
get with Noel and Riff. We get a more "real" version of Trip Douglas"--A Book Whores
Obsession "This book is freaking awesome! I don't know how Michelle does it, but she
doesn. Every.Single.Time! Each book in the Black Falcon series gets better and
better."--Island Lovelies Book Club "The storytelling and the intricate storyline that
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Michelle delivers shows the depth of her writing abilities. She has the capability of
creating a unique story that will keep you turning the pages till the very end."--Wolfel's
World of Books
Jonathon Turner is going to be the death of me. Maybe not the death of me...but my
panties for sure! They seem to disintegrate the moment he touches me. Looks at me.
Smiles at me. Talks to me. It's more than physical. He's breaking through an
impenetrable wall. There's a problem though-he's younger than me. Six. Years.
Younger. Let's not forget he's also one of my brother's best friends. Oh, the other
problem I forgot to mention... I never wanted to fall in love again. But you know what
they say....never say never.
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